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U. S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
- Document Control Desk '

Mail Station F1-137 :
Washington, DC :20555

_

Subject: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2-'
Docket No. 50-368 -
License No. NPF-6-
Summary of Conference Call Concerning_

' 2R9 Steam Generator? Inspection

Gentlemen:

Per the request of Dr. J. Larkins, NRR Project Directorate, the followinJ, is providedias a
summary of the eu Ference call _ held ' October -8, 1992,- in _which . Entergy Operations'

,
- representative from. ANO presented the results of the ANO-2' ninth refueling outage (2R9) steam

generator inspections and evaluafons tc members of the'NRC Region IV and NRR Staffs.

- A comprehensive eddy current examination was perfoimed on the ANO-21"A" and "B" steam

y generators during 2R9. De examination included a 100% full length bobbin examination of all
tubes in both generat rs,100% motorized rotating pncake coil (MRPC)' examination of both -
generators' hotleg tubes at the top of the tubesheet where circumferential cracking has previously
been ' detected and a 20% MRPC examination of both generators' coldleg tubes in the sludge pile
region at the top of the tubesheet .(~ 1000 tubes per generator).

,

From the inspection of the "A" steam generator,17 circumferential defects were detected at the
top of the tubesheet of the hotleg and 50 other repairable indications were identified. In the "B"
steam generator, 8 circumferential defects were detected at the top of the tubesheet of the hotleg-
and 124 other repairable indications v ere identified. The other repairable indications in both"
generators were primarily axial flaws at the support plates. No cold leg indications at the top
of the tube sheet were detected. ; All repairable-indications:were plugged. . in additien, the
circumferential defects were stabilized.
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The worst case circumferential crack, as sized by MRPC, had an arc length of 239 with an
average depth within the arc of 87% throughwall. Per previous analysis, Entergy Operations
had determined a tube with an aserage depth of 79% throughwall will meet Draft Regulatory
Guide 1.121 acceptance critetia. Assuming, for conservative purposes, that the worst case
circumferential flaw had a 40% degradation in the remr.ining 121 arc, then its average
throughwall degradation would be 71 %. Therefore, per MRF ' sizing, the worst case flaw
identified during 2M9 meets the acceptance criteria of Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121. Itis
Entergy Operations' intent tc use the raetalographic results from the tube pull to make the final
determination with respect to Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 compliai.ce.

Based upon previous exprience at ANO-2, Entergy Operations recognized the difficulty in
removing circumferentially cracked tubes from the steam generators intact. Therefore, to ensure
that the tube with the worst case flaw could withstand the most limiting case for ANO-2 as
defined by Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (three times the normal operating AP), an in-situ
pressure test of the tube with the worst case circumferentia' flaw was conducted. This tube was
pressurized to 4700 psi. which represents three times normal operating pressure with correction
for temperature effects on the material and instrument inaccuracy. The tube did not burst or
leak, thus further demonstrating its conformance to the acceptance criteria of Draft Regulatory
Guide 1.121

Entergy Operations originally intended to p6 three circumfecentivly cracked tubes and three
axially cracked tubes from the steam generators for further laboratory analyds. The axial flaws
were to be analyzed in support of an alternate plugging criteria Technical Specification change.
Due to tooling problems, on!y the worst cast circumferential flaw was removed intact. The tube
contaming a s:nall circumferential flaw v.'as pulled in half at the flaw when a very high pull !oad
(~ 13,000 lbs.) was applied to the lower portion of the tube during the puli. The worst case
tube will be burst tested and both tubes will be metalographically examined. Based upon the
problem encountered removing the circumferential defects, it was determined not to be prudent
to attempt to pull the tubes with axial indications at this time.

ANO's current schedule for heatup is October 13, 1992, with breakers closed and the 2R9
outage to be completed on October 17, '992. Based upon the comprehensiveness of the steam
generator inspection and the repairs made, Entergy Operations is confident that the unit is sate
to restart. Upon completion of the 3 &aratory examination of the pulled tubes and further
degradation studies being cW"cted, it is our plan to meet with the NRC to present these results
and establish the date and scope of the next steam generator inspection. We currently anticipate
preliminary results from laboratory analysis to be available in November and therefore,
anticipaf being prepared to meet with the NRC Staff in early December. As additional
information becomes available, we will keep the NRC Staff informed. Sheuld we receive
significantly different results from the tube pull analysis than projected, we will inform tha NRC
Staff.
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Very truly ycurs,

p .Mem
James J. isicato
Directer, Licensing

JJF/DFJ/sjf

cc: mir. James L. Milhoar
U. S. Nuclear Reguhto.y Commissian
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 4F.'
Arlington, TX 76011-8064

NRC Senior Resident Inspector
Arkansas Nuclear One - ANO-l&2
Number 1, Nuclear Plant Road
Russellville, AR 72801

Mr. Thomas W Alexion
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-1
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail Stop 13-H-3
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Ms. Sheri R. Peterson
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NPJ, Mail Stop 13-H-3
One White Flint V ,rth

11555 Rockvill Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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